
The first datacenter-less cloud provider.

The best of cloud and NAS in one solution.

Partners



What is Cubbit?

Context & Tech
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Cubbit is the datacenter-less cloud provider

FROM CENTRALIZED CLOUD TO THE DISTRIBUTED SWARM

Starting from the basis
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Cubbit is very 
easy-to-use, however 
how it works is very 
complex.

Our distributed data 
center is a peer-to-peer 
network optimized by 
centralized artificial 
intelligence. 

Cubbit ensures that data is 
always accessible with  
zero-knowledge 
cryptography built into the 
architecture of our 
software. 

We crowdsource the unused internet 
resources to build our distributed 
infrastructure. 

Each file saved on Cubbit is split into 36 
pieces and only the owner can access its data 
by retrieving at least 24 of those shards. Each 
shard is encrypted with a totally secret 
password (zero knowledge).

The world’s first 
distributed data-center

P2P software 
architecture

The power of a new technology



Benefits

COST-EFFECTIVE PRIVACY-FIRST GREENLOW LATENCY
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THEY BUILD DATA-CENTERS
WE CROWDSOURCE THE CLOUD.



Cubbit is the standalone 
distributed business cloud 
storage solution which offers 
maximum security, while also 
being super easy to use. 

Store, sync and share 
your documents and 
files, while being 
protected by end-to-end 
encryption.  

Cubbit in a nutshell
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Unbeatable security and unmatchable price

Cloud storage 
for Individuals

Cloud storage 
SaaS for Business

More web services 
Hosting, VPN, CDN, Cloud Computing

CLOUD-LIKE SYNC&SHARE
FOR INDIVIDUALS

● NO MONTHLY FEE
● ZERO KNOWLEDGE
● UP TO 4TB
● UP TO 4 ACCOUNTS

CLOUD-LIKE SYNC&SHARE
FOR SMEs (2+ USERS)

● HW-ENABLED FEATURES
● UP TO 5TB/USER
● MANAGEMENT TOOLS
● NO IT KNOW-HOW NEEDED

The products

for Teams
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3,500+ customers

70+ countries

€6.3M raised from top funds

10M+ of files stored on Cubbit

40kg CO2 per TB/year saved
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Cubbit in numbers
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Why do people choose Cubbit?
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Evidence from data
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 “I need to replace Dropbox, not my NAS. I want a fast, secure way to 
access files from the cloud whilst on the go that doesn’t involve giving 
those files to a 3rd party.” (IT professionist)

“Cubbit ends eternal monthly fees and allows me and my family 
secure access to our files” (Researcher)

Why do businesses choose Cubbit?

“This is ideal for B2B SMEs who are looking for a plug and play 
solution to unlock cloud features and facilitate remote working” 
(ESPRINET distributor)

“We are an international team, working in many countries and 
timezones - we needed a way of working, collaboratively yet 
securely with both internal and external team members which was 
easy-to-use for everyone. “ (Luca Gisi, CEO @Tickete)



Why choose Cubbit?

Zooming into the products
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1. Encrypted

Thanks to our zero knowledge technology, 

only those with authorized access can 

see the files. Not even Cubbit. ● Share files without file size limitation.

● Collaborate through an encrypted shared 
folder.

● Manage the team by granting different 
access levels to different people. 

● Replace unsafe email attachments through 
password protected private links.

Features

Have your clients share files securely inside and outside of their organization
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1. Encrypted

Cubbit provides a safe place for your 

clients’ most sensitive files which they can 

easily access remotely. Help them store 

their data in an easy and secure way.
● Selective Sync: Sync all cloud files to your 

computer or exclude specific folders.

● 100% GDPR compliant

● Cubbit Drive: Access your cloud files 
directly through your computer's folder.

● Use Cubbit from any browser and OS.

Features

Backup data and keep it safe
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Very easy to use: 
- Plug in the Cubbit Cell to the power supply. 
- Connect it to the router via the ethernet cable.
- Create a Cubbit account on  web.cubbit.io/signup;
- Activate the Cell.

VERSIONS
Get 512GB or 1TB of cloud storage 
right away for just $0/month forever. 
(you only pay the initial cost of the Cell)

EXPANDABLE
Plug in any external hard drive via USB 
and expand your cloud storage up to 
4TB. (available from June 2021)

MULTIPLE ACCOUNTS
Up to 4 independent accounts for each 
Cell, for you and your collaborators. 
(available from September 2021)

The Cubbit Cell
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https://web.cubbit.io/signup


PLANS
4 plans for every need: 
500GB-1TB-2TB-5TB.

ADMIN FEATURES
Grant different access levels and 
manage all the accounts of your 
company from a single dashboard.

FLEXIBLE
As many accounts and space as 
needed. Upgrade your plan with one 
click.

Cubbit for Teams
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Very easy to use: 
- Go on www.cubbit.io, business section
- Choose the plan that suits your needs 
- Create a Cubbit account on  web.cubbit.io/signup

http://www.cubbit.io
https://web.cubbit.io/signup


● One time payment cloud storage

Want to see the complete comparison table? Click here.

$$$

What makes Cubbit different from traditional cloud and NAS
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NAS

$$$

● 100% redundancy

● Remote access

● Built-in zero-knowledge encryption

● Expandable (coming soon)

● Instant upload (coming soon)

● Environmentally friendly

● Price

Low

https://www.cubbit.io/secure-business-file-sharing?utm_source=Direct%20email&utm_medium=Referral&utm_campaign=Reseller_program


Main partners

Barclays is global bank 
adopting and investing into 
new technologies.

Founders

Stefano Onofri - CEO
7+ years of experience in lean startups. 
Founder of the biggest entrepreneurship 
event in Italy. Forbes Under 30.

Marco Moschettini - CTO
Tech addict and full-stack developer. Has 
been coding software for 15+ years. Forbes 
Under 30. 

Alessandro Cillario - COO 
Legal expertise. Former Head of Startups at 
the Incubator of the University of Bologna. 
Forbes Under 30.

Lorenzo Posani - CSO
PhD in Statistical Physics (Ecole Normale, 
Paris; Columbia University, NYC). 
Software architecture specialist.

Key people
Alessandro Taramelli - Head del B2B2C
20 years of experience in ICT & Telco industry. 
Country Manager @ D-Link Mediterraneo until 2018.

Cubbit was granted €2M in 
equity-free financing in 
Oct’19.

Partnerships to unite 
European research center 
servers in a private cloud 
network. 

Bundling with Samsung T7 and 
other products scheduled for 
Q3’21.

Cubbit is a hi-tech startup founded in 2016 and spread between Bologna (IT) and  Tel Aviv (IL).
Its technology has won numerous international awards.

Gianluca Granero - Head del B2B Tech
Founder and CTO of Memopal, cloud service of  
2 million customers.  

Our team



Join the Cloud Evolution.

www.cubbit.io
partners@cubbit.io

Partners


